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We report chemical vapor deposition and cryogenic photoluminescence studies of narrow-diameter
single-wall carbon nanotubes. Our systematic study of synthesis parameters identifies means to con-
trol the average length, diameter, and areal density of carbon nanotubes grown on silica substrates. Using
synthesis conditions that favor the growth of carbon nanotubes with sub-nanometer diameters, we
fabricate samples with spatially isolated suspended nanotubes ideally suited for optical studies. Photo-
luminescence spectroscopy of individual nanotubes reveals two classes: spectrally broad and narrow
single-peak emission at the temperature of liquid helium. The latter class with spectral line widths down
to the resolution limit of our spectrometer of 40 meV indicates that exciton coherence in carbon nano-
tubes can be substantially improved by controlling the growth conditions and utilized in sources of
indistinguishable single photons.
© 2016 The Author(s). Published by Elsevier Ltd. This is an open access article under the CC BY-NC-ND

license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
1. Introduction

Optical transitions of electron-hole pairs (excitons) [1,2] in
semiconducting carbon nanotubes (CNTs) enable a wealth of po-
tential optoelectronic applications [3] ranging from solar light
harvesting devices [4] to single photon emitters [5] up to room
temperature [6] for quantum cryptography and communication. In
contrast to numerous studies of the optoelectronic properties of
CNTs carried out on micelle-encapsulated nanotubes [7], reports on
the photophysics of as-grown narrow-diameter CNTs with exciton
photoluminescence (PL) at the lower wavelength edge of the CNT
emission [8] have been sparse despite the technologically relevant
window of silicon-based detectors with superior signal-to-noise
performance, and the fundamental relevance of electron-hole
Coulomb correlations that scale inversely with the nanotube
diameter [9]. This is mainly owed to the facts that most synthesis
methods for single-wall CNTs are neither chirality-selective nor do
they yield abundant CNTs with sub-nanometer diameters and
corresponding PL emission wavelengths below 1000 nm [8], and
that non-suspended as-grown tubes in contact with the substrate
gele).
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suffer from significant PL suppression [10].
The limited control of diameter-specific CNT growth is primarily

a consequence of the complex interplay of the numerous synthesis
parameters such as catalyst composition, size and pretreatment,
carbon precursor, additives, temperature, or substrate support in
catalytic chemical vapor deposition (CVD). Although this
complexity has impeded a thorough microscopic understanding of
the details involved in the CNT synthesis, remarkable progress has
been achieved in the structural control of CNTs bymeans of catalyst
design [11,12]. Variation of catalytic metals explored in other
studies has indicated that single-wall CNTs with sub-nanometer
diameters can be preferentially obtained under appropriate
growth conditions [8,13e18]. Combined with the synthesis on
structured substrates in the form of pillars [19] or trenches [10],
samples with isolated as-grown narrow-diameter CNTs can thus be
realized for fundamental studies of intrinsic optoelectronic prop-
erties [20] not compromised by side-wall wrapping molecular
surfactants.

In the following, we present the results of our studies that aimed
at realizing as-grown narrow-diameter CNTs isolated from the
substrate for optical spectroscopy. We demonstrate how a signifi-
cant fraction of CNTs with sub-nanometer diameters and PL emis-
sion wavelengths below 1000 nm can be obtained with optimized
catalytic CVD synthesis. We investigated the impact of various CVD
under the CC BY-NC-ND license (http://creativecommons.org/licenses/by-nc-nd/4.0/).
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parameters on the nanotube lengths, diameters, and areal density,
and employed an optimized synthesis method for the growth of
individual narrow-diameter CNTs suspended on perforated mem-
branes. PL spectroscopy of individual suspended nanotubes
revealed two regimes of CNTs with single-peak emission at the
temperature of liquid helium (4.2 K): in accord with previous
studies we found CNTs with PL line widths in the range of a few
millielectronvolts [21,22] and substantially below 1 meV [22,23]
down to the resolution limit of our spectrometer.

2. Experimental

Our CVD process is based on methane in the presence of a
bimetallic iron-ruthenium (FeRu) catalyst that has been reported to
promote the growth of nanotubes with diameters of ~1 nm [15]. By
choosing methane as the carbon feedstock for nanotube synthesis,
amorphous carbon contamination is reduced due to its kinetic
stability [24] and molecular decomposition is primarily assisted by
the catalyst particles. Moreover, we used additional hydrogen gas
which has been shown to promote the growth of clean CNT samples
[25]. The FeRu catalyst was prepared from three stock solutions
consisting of iron(III) nitrate nonahydrate (Fe(NO3)3$9H2O), ruth-
enium(III) chloride hydrate (RuCl3$xH2O), and alumina nano-
particles each dissolved in isopropyl alcohol. Concentrations of the
stock solutions were chosen to be 4.65 g/l, 1.40 g/l, and 1.50 g/l,
respectively. The solutions were stirred over night before small
amounts weremixed together and dilutedwith isopropyl alcohol to
obtain a catalyst solution with ingredient concentrations of
116.1 mg/l iron(III) nitrate nonahydrate, 35.0 mg/l ruthenium(III)
chloride hydrate, and 37.5 mg/l alumina particles.

To control the areal density of the CNTs on silica, the solution
was diluted further with isopropyl alcohol and bath-sonicated for
2 hours before its spin coating on the Si/SiO2 substrate resulted in
nanometer-sized catalytic particles on the surface. In selected cases
we treated the catalyst particles with an oxygen plasma that was
provided by a standard plasma etcher (LabAsh 100) operated at
2 torr and 55 W for 180 s prior to the CVD process.

For nanotube synthesis the samples were transferred into the
middle of our CVD system consisting of a tubular furnace (Naber-
therm R40/500/12-B170) and a quartz tube measuring 130 cm in
length and 32 mm in inner diameter (wall thickness: 2 mm). The
furnace was heated to a growth temperature in the range of
700e900 �C at a flow rate of 1.5 standard liters per minute (slm) of
inert argon with 5% hydrogen. After reaching the growth temper-
ature the CVD tube was flushed with hydrogen at 1.0 slm for 5 min
to reduce the catalyst particles. Subsequently, methane and
hydrogen with a fixed CH4/H2 flow rate ratio of 1.33 were passed
through the reaction chamber for carbon nanotube synthesis. Un-
der these conditions the growth was maintained for 10 min. Af-
terwards the supply of CH4 was stopped and the samples were
gradually cooled in a hydrogen flow at 0.5 slm. At a temperature of
~500 �C hydrogenwas replaced by argonwith 5% hydrogen. Finally,
the samples were unloaded at a furnace temperature of ~300 �C.

To obtain suspended CNTs we employed our CVD method on
perforated silicon nitride substrates (DuraSiN Mesh for TEM, DTM-
25233) with holes and craters 2 mm in diameter. To maintain the
surface growth conditions of silica, the silicon nitride substrates
were coveredwith a 100 nm thick layer of SiO2 by plasma enhanced
CVD (Oxford Instruments Plasmalab 80 Plus) prior to drop casting
the catalyst solution onto the sample surface and subsequent blow-
drying with nitrogen.

Carbon nanotube length and areal density data from CNTs on Si/
SiO2 was acquired by imaging the fabricated samples with a scan-
ning electron microscope (Raith e_Line) at an electron acceleration
voltage of 0.7 keV. The CNT diameters were determined by height
profiling with tapping mode atomic force microscopy (AFM) (Dig-
ital Instruments Dimension 3100) under ambient conditions.

Cryogenic PL studies of individual CVD-grown CNTs were per-
formed in a home-built confocal microscope in backscattering
configuration at the temperature of liquid helium (4.2 K). The
samples were positioned with respect to the excitation and
detection spots of the microscope objective (Thorlabs C330TME-B)
by a combination of nanometer-precise piezo steppers (attocube
systems ANPxyz101) and scanners (attocube systems ANSxy100).
Optical excitation was provided by a continuous wave titanium-
sapphire laser (Coherent Mira900) at a fixed wavelength in the
range of 730e850 nm. The PL of individual CNTs was filtered from
laser background with a long-pass filter (Omega Optical 860AELP,
cut-on at 860 nm), dispersed with a grating monochromator
(Princeton Instruments Acton SP-2558) and recorded with a liquid
nitrogen cooled low-noise silicon CCD (Princeton Instruments
Spec-10:100BR/LN) with a lower detection limit of ~1.18 eV. The
upper limit of the detection window was set by the long-pass filter
to ~1.44 eV. By raster-scanning the sample with respect to the focal
spot of the excitation laser and recording a PL spectrum at each
displacement position we acquired spatio-spectral maps of indi-
vidual sample regions with a spatial resolution of 1 mm and a
spectrometer-limited spectral resolution of ~40 meV.

3. Results

3.1. Influence of the synthesis parameters on carbon nanotube
growth

Fig. 1a shows a representative scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) image of CNTs grown on a Si/SiO2 substrate. The growth
temperature and the methane/hydrogen flow rate were 850 �C and
1.0 slm/0.75 slm, respectively. The median of 1.2 mm of the length
distribution was extracted from a log-normal distributional fit to
the data (Fig. 1b). We also studied the influence of the CVD tem-
perature on the median length but found no significant depen-
dence. However, similar to the results of Yang et al. [26], the
nanotube lengths increased reproducibly by treating the deposited
alumina-FeRu catalyst particles in an oxygen plasma prior to the
CVD process. The increase was attributed to an immobilization of
the catalyst particles on the support, thereby effectively suppress-
ing particle coarsening and bulk diffusion [26], and enhancing the
catalytic lifetime. Nanotubes with lengths of several tens of mi-
crometers were obtained on oxygen plasma treated samples (SEM
image in Fig. 1c). The evaluation of the acquired length distribution
in Fig. 1d yielded a median of 2.9 mm, while the third quartile LQ3
increased from 1.9 mm for the untreated catalyst to 13.3 mm for the
samples with catalyst treated by oxygen plasma. However, the
obtained CNTs of a few ten micrometers in length are significantly
bent (see Fig. 1c), supposedly due to the incorporation of carbon 5-
and 7-rings into the CNT lattice [27]. The increased CNT average
length was also accompanied by an increase of diameters and
spectral line widths which will be discussed in more detail below.

In the next step, we investigated the influence of the synthesis
temperature and the methane flow rate on the CNT density. To this
end, we performed CNT synthesis on Si/SiO2 substrates with a fixed
concentration of the catalyst solution and temperatures between
700 and 850 �C (in steps of 50 �C) as well as for methane flows rates
of 0.16, 0.37, 0.58, and 1.0 slm at a fixed methane/hydrogen flow
rate ratio of 1.33. For each growth condition, several SEM images of
equal sample areas were examined at random positions of the
substrate and the CNT density was determined by CNT counting.
The results are summarized in Fig. 2. The data points represent the
mean density whereas the error bars give the highest and lowest
densities determined from individual SEM images of a given



Fig. 1. Scanning electron micrographs of carbon nanotubes on a Si/SiO2 substrate
grown (a) without and (c) with oxygen plasma treatment of the catalyst particles prior
to chemical vapor deposition. (b, d) The corresponding histograms with log-normal fits
(red lines) show an increase in the median of the length distribution, Lmedian, as a result
of catalyst treatment with oxygen plasma. The treatment facilitates growth of long
carbon nanotubes indicated by the increase in the third quartile value, LQ3. Note that
the histogram in (d) does not show nanotubes with lengths above 15 mm which were
part of the statistical data analysis. (A color version of this figure can be viewed online.)

Fig. 2. (a) Carbon nanotube areal density on Si/SiO2 substrate as a function of the
methane supply rate in standard liters per minute (slm) at four temperatures (700,
750, 800, and 850 �C). The data points represent the mean density obtained from SEM
image analysis for each temperature. Error bars indicate highest and lowest densities
determined with SEM on different sample regions. For a given growth temperature the
nanotube areal density is independent of the methane flow rate within the error of the
data analysis. (b) Carbon nanotube areal density as a function of growth temperature
for a methane flow rate of 0.58 slm. (A color version of this figure can be viewed
online.)

Fig. 3. (a) Atomic force micrograph of a (3.5 � 3.5) mm2 sample area with three as-
grown carbon nanotubes. (b) Sections of the height profile along the dashed line in
(a) yield diameters of 1.3, 0.7, and 1.5 nm for the nanotubes indicated by the arrows. (c)
Diameter distributions of carbon nanotubes obtained for a methane flow rate of 1.0 slm
and reaction temperatures of 900, 850, 800, and 750 �C (top to bottom) without
catalyst pretreatment with oxygen plasma. The log-normal fits to the histograms (black
lines) determine the median of the diameter distributions dmedian given in the graphs.
(A color version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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growth batch. We found that the methane flow rate did not influ-
ence the mean CNT density at a given temperature within the error
of the data analysis (Fig. 2a). However, for a fixed methane flow
rate, the CNT density increased significantly with increasing tem-
perature up to 800 �C where it reached the point of saturation
(Fig. 2b). These results indicate that our precursor/catalyst setup
requires a certain thermal activation energy for efficient CNT
growth. From the micrographs we found that many catalyst parti-
cles did not promote CNT growth at all. Therefore the saturation
regime of the CNT areal density in Fig. 2b does not imply that all
catalyst particles have been activated for nanotube synthesis. Low
synthesis yield is a widely observed feature of catalytic CVD of
CNTs. For instance, results from CNT growth with well separated Ni
[28,29] or Fe [30] catalyst particles show a proportion of active
catalyst particles below 20%. Such small CNT yields are most
commonly attributed to the encapsulation of catalyst particles by
graphitic shells as observed in high resolution transmission elec-
tron microscopy [31].

The CNT diameters were analyzed for synthesis temperatures of
750, 800, 850, and 900 �C, a methane flow rate of 1.0 slm at a
methane/hydrogen flow rate ratio of 1.33, and without oxygen
plasma treatment of the catalyst. Fig. 3a shows a representative
AFM topography image of a (3.5 � 3.5) mm2 sample area with
several catalyst particles and CNTs on the surface of the Si/SiO2
substrate. The height profile along the dashed line was used to
determine the diameters of three CNTs indicated by the arrows as
1.3 nm, 0.7 nm and 1.5 nm (Fig. 3b). To obtain statistics for the
analysis of the nanotube diameter distributions resulting from
different CVD parameters, this procedure was carried out at
different sample areas. No statistically significant data were ob-
tained for 700 �C since most catalyst particles remained inactive
upon the variation of other growth parameters.

The results of the diameter analysis for the growth at the various
temperatures are summarized in Fig. 3c. Themedian dmedian of each
diameter distribution was obtained from a log-normal fit (black
lines in Fig. 3c) to the corresponding histogram. The values of
dmedian of 1.5, 1.1, and 1.0 nm at temperatures of 900, 850, and
800 �C, respectively, reveal a clear trend towards narrow-diameter
CNTs with decreasing temperature. However, the distribution
median increased to 1.3 nm for 750 �C, suggesting a preference
growth temperature around 800 �C for narrow-diameter CNTs with
our CVD method. The diameter distribution was found to depend
on themethane flow ratewith variations of up to 20% in themedian
diameter for flow rates between 1.0 and 0.16 slm (data not shown)
but without any statistically significant trend within the error bars
of our analysis. We also investigated the diameter distributions on
samples of the same CVD run with catalyst particles untreated and
treated by oxygen plasma as described above and found that the
catalyst pretreatment shifted the diameter distributions signifi-
cantly towards larger values with a change in dmedian by 0.8 nm for
the case of CNT synthesis at 850 �C (Fig. 4). The increase in di-
ameters also manifests in our PL studies in terms of increased
emission wavelengths and line widths as will be described below.



Fig. 5. (a) Combined raster-scan photoluminescence and reflectance maps (color-
coded red-to-yellow and black-to-white, respectively) of a region on sample A with a
carbon nanotube suspended over a crater (indicated by the dashed white circle). (b)
Corresponding spectrum with a full-width at half-maximum line width of 40 meV
limited by the spectrometer. (c) Raster-scan photoluminescence and reflectance maps
of a hole on sample B complemented by a scanning electron micrograph (top layer) of
two suspended carbon nanotubes (indicated by the arrows). (d) Spectrum of the
photoluminescent nanotube in (c) with a line width of 6 meV. Red lines in (b) and (d)
are Lorentzian fits to the spectra. Optical experiments were performed at 4.2 K. (A color
version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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3.2. Cryogenic spectroscopy of suspended narrow-diameter carbon
nanotubes

In the following, we discuss cryogenic PL characteristics ob-
tained for individual CNTs on two samples that differed in the
treatment of catalyst particles prior to the CVD synthesis under
identical growth conditions that were found to favor narrow-
diameter CNTs. The sample without and with oxygen plasma
treated catalyst will be termed in the following as sample A and B,
respectively.

Our cryogenic experiments focused on the blue-most PL (above
the cut-on of the long-pass filter) stemming from CNTs with the
most narrow diameters by optimizing the chromatic collection
optics of our setup around 900 nm. This experimental bias is
probably enhanced even further by fixed laser wavelengths in the
range of 730e850 nm that preferably address CNTs with higher
emission energies through phonon-assisted excitation. Combined
reflectance and spatio-spectral PL maps allowed us to locate indi-
vidual suspended nanotubes on samples A and B as presented in
Fig. 5a and c, respectively. The PL intensity maps (red-to-yellow
color code) and the corresponding reflectance maps (black-to-
white color code) in Fig. 5a and c identify nanotubes suspended
over a crater and a hole, respectively. The reflectance and PL in-
tensity map of Fig. 5c is complemented by a top layer of a semi-
transparent SEM image of the same sample region. Only the left of
the two CNTs indicated by the arrows was luminescent in our
detection window. The corresponding spectral characteristics of
the CNTs on samples A and B at 4.2 K are shown in Fig. 5b and d.
Both samples featured CNTs with single symmetric resonances in
the PL emission, however, with strikingly different line widths
obtained from Lorentzian fits (red lines) to the data (gray circles).
The full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) line width of the CNT in
Fig. 5b was limited by the resolution of our spectrometer to 40 meV,
a systematic feature of individual cryogenic CNT PL on sample A
reported earlier [23] and other CNT samples obtained with our CVD
growth under similar conditions. In contrast, the single-peak
spectra of the CNTs on sample B were significantly broader,
ranging from 1 to 10meV at 4.2 K. Fig. 5d shows an example of such
a broad and symmetric cryogenic spectrum of a suspended CNT
with a FWHM line width of 6 meV. The observation of narrow and
broad line widths as characteristic features of CNTs on sample A
and B, respectively, is also reflected in the statistics of Fig. 6a: while
the CNTs on sample A consistently exhibited narrow emission with
line widths below 300 meV, the FWHMs of nanotubes on sample B
scattered between 1 and 10 meV. The samples A and B differ not
only in the FWHM distributions, sample B also lacks CNTs with
most narrow diameters and PL emission energies above 1.35 eV
(Fig. 6b). Although the distributions of the PL energies in the his-
tograms of Fig. 6b from samples A and B have no one-to-one cor-
respondence with the respective chirality [32,33] frequencies
Fig. 4. Diameter distributions of carbon nanotubes obtained without (left panel) and
with (right panel) catalyst treatment with oxygen plasma prior to carbon nanotube
synthesis at a temperature of 850 �C and a methane flow rate of 1.0 slm. The medians
of the diameter distributions dmedian were determined by log-normal fits to the his-
tograms (black lines).
because of our experimental bias to blue-most tubes, the trend
towards larger diameters of CNTs obtained with oxygen plasma
catalyst treatment on sample B found in AFM studies is clearly re-
flected by the statistics of the emission energies. For sample A, in
contrast, the observation of emission energies above 1.35 eV is
consistent with CNT diameters down to 0.6 nm in accord with our
AFM results of Fig. 3.

Both regimes of broad and narrow PL emission from suspended
CNTs of different chiralities have been reported in earlier studies of
symmetric single-peak spectra with FWHM line widths in the
range of a few millielectronvolts [21,22] and spectral narrow lines
with FWHMs significantly below 1 meV at low temperatures
[22,23]. However, a conclusive understanding of the processes that
underlie the main difference of these regimes is still pending. In the
framework of dephasing-limited PL line width and in absence of
spectral fluctuations [22], the FWHM is a measure for the upper
bound of exciton coherence by dephasing due to environmental
inhomogeneities that are sampled by diffusive excitons during
their lifetime [34]. Since localization inhibits exciton diffusion, one
could argue on the basis of the PL energy distributions of CNTs on
sample A and B (Fig. 6b) that narrow-diameter CNTs are more likely
to exhibit narrow spectra (sample A) because they are more sus-
ceptible to fractionalization into quantum dots that localize exci-
tons and protect them from decoherence at inhomogeneities
encountered along the CNTs axis upon diffusion [23]. However,



Fig. 6. (a) Histogram of the full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) line widths of single-
peak photoluminescence spectra from individual suspended CNTs on samples A and B
(red and gray bars, respectively) at 4.2 K. (b) Corresponding distribution of the pho-
toluminescence peak energies of CNTs on sample A and B. Chirality-assigned emission
energies at 4.2 K were calculated using room-temperature data of Ref. 32 and thermal
band-gap renormalization according to Ref. 33, and are given on the top of the graph
for reference. The upper and lower boundaries of our experimental detection window
(dashed lines) are set by the cut-on of the long-pass filter at 860 nm (1.44 eV) and the
sensitivity cut-off of the silicon CCD at ~1050 nm (1.18 eV), respectively. Note that the
emission energy histograms do not reflect the chirality distribution of our CVD syn-
thesis since nanotubes with highest emission energies were preferentially considered
in our studies. (A color version of this figure can be viewed online.)
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both classes of broad and narrow emission spectra have been re-
ported for CNTs of the same chirality and similar emission energies,
and have been attributed to the material quality rather than to
exciton localization [22]. It is plausible that both exciton localiza-
tion and environmental inhomogeneities at CNT side-walls play
pivotal roles in determining the spectral characteristics of the CNT
exciton PL. The individual contributions and their potential inter-
play, however, are to be substantiated in follow-up experiments on
as-grown suspended CNTs with in-situ monitoring of a controlled
cross-over from the diffusive to the localized exciton regime [35].
Ultimately, access to CNTs with spectrally narrow non-classical
emission from localized excitons will represent a crucial step to-
wards the realization of nanotube-based sources of indistinguish-
able photons [36].

4. Conclusion

We presented a comprehensive study of a catalytic CVDmethod
based on methane and FeRu-alumina catalyst particles that favors
the growth of narrow-diameter CNTs under appropriate synthesis
conditions. We used complementary analysis techniques to eval-
uate the effect of main synthesis parameters on the CNT average
length, diameter and areal density. Using synthesis conditions that
favor the growth of narrow-diameter CNTs, samples with sus-
pended CNTs were fabricated and studied with cryogenic PL spec-
troscopy at 4.2 K. Comparative studies of suspended as-grown CNTs
obtained with and without treatment of catalyst particles with
oxygen plasma revealed two distinct regimes of CNT emission
characterized by spectrally broad and narrow exciton PL. Spectral
line widths as narrow as the resolution limit of our spectrometer
indicate a timescale of ~15 ps as a lower bound for the exciton
coherence in as-grown suspended CNTs at cryogenic temperatures.
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